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T 221018/5)
(a) Neglecting the thruster firings mean that the blue and
the orange dotted segments of the trajectory are Kepler
orbits

.
The Dv provided by the Earth 1 flyby can than be

found from comparing the energy of the two orbits. The energy
at any point ofan elliptic orbit can be written as
E= 12mV - GMpm_ = - GMzq-

( l )

where Za is the major axis of the elliptic orbit,
which we

can measure
in Figive 2 . However, we find

that we cannot

measure with such accuracy
as to differ between the semimajor

axis of the Earth a◦ and of the blue trajectory segment a, ,
so we put these to I AU . This is

also the approximate heliocentric

distance of the Earth at the flyby . Denoting the stc speed
just before and after the flyby by v,

and v2
, respecting,

we thus have that v, ≈ the Earth
orbital speed, so by

use of the attached table we have

V
,
≈ 29.8 km/s .

(2)

From (1) , we
then get (with

a
,
≈ a◦ ≈ 1 AU)

(3)
Ivi - ¥

,

=
- %ᵈ◦

(4)⇒

GM-aj-vi.tn
Figure 2, Earth

orbit and the blue segment have major
axes of about 44 mm while the orange dotted segment has
58mm . Denoting the semimajor axis of this segment by Az



we thus have

a
, ≈ 548-4-7 AU = ¥2 AU .

/5)

From 4) vue find the relations of the energies before and

after the flyby :

DE = Ez - E, = {mlvi - ri) =
- + ¥ʰ I 6)

⇒ vi = vi + %
,s

- %
,d

≈ vi+ GI - GI =
¥ a◦

= vi + 7-
◦
[ i - Ea] = vii-Eaam-a.lt)

with (4) & 14 , we get

Vi ≈ will +E.) = Equi (8)

⇒ Dv = Vz - V, ≈ 1%-9%7 - Y =

= V
, (⇐ - 1) = 29.8/Fsa - 1) km/s =

≈ 3.4 km/s

so
,
the Dv provided by the first

Earth flyby is

approximately

Dv≈3.4k
(b) According to Figure 2, the Dv of the relevant orbit manoeuvres

are 158 mls and 32 m/s , in total 190m/s . This is about

6% of the Dv of Earth 7 , so the error should of that

order
,
i. e. small.



(c) Without this manoeuvre, Rosetta wouldjust have
crossed the orbit of the comet, close to tangentially .

Figure 2 shows the semimajor
axis of the orbital

ellipse before the manoeuvre was larger for the comet

than for Rosetta, so the comet had higher orbital

energy and
thus higher speedat any particular

point. Rosetta thus had to accelerate .



T221018/8)
(a) For isotopic outgassing as described in the problem,
we have a gas flow velocity
in = Uf .

( l )

Outside the nucleus , there are no sources or
losses ofgas,

so the continuity equation is

%, + ☐ . Lnñ) =0 .
I 2)

We assume steady state loot =D ,
so with 4) we get

0 =P . Inui) = Fir tin) I 3)

⇒ in = glory) (4)

⇒ n Irl = 819¥ 15)

where
g
is an arbitrary function of the angular

coordinates -0 and y .
For the case of isotropic

outgassing g
= constant

,
but we can see that

the yr dependence is retained in any given
direction also for anisotropic outgassing , as long
as the velocity of the gas is strictly

radial and

there are no interactions between its particles.



Ib)

The change of intensity of
the EUV radiation in

a thin layer [r, rtdr]
should be proportional to

the intensity IID itself, to the
number density

of the gas nlr)
with which the EOV photons

can react, and to the
thickness dr . Thus

DI = anG) Ilr ) dr (5)

⇒ 1¥ = an dr lot

with (4) we get

ᵈ¥=azdr . 17J

with intensity Io far away (
r→a) , we have

(8)si;i÷=ag[%.
(9)KI ]É

,

= ag[-ᵗr] ?
( lo)

in "¥◦ = - af

⇒ I-Iii lid

where a and g are constants .


